COMP Cams® GM LS Gear Drive Timing Sets
Memphis, TN – New timing sets from COMP Cams® provide a bulletproof timing option with the most precise cam
timing possible for LS applications.
COMP Cams® LS Gear Drive Timing Sets are designed for LS engines that are used in racing, street, marine and extreme
applications. They provide the most accurate valve timing possible by eliminating chain flutter and backlash, and bolt-on
without modification, maintaining the stock oil pump and timing cover for all LS-based engines except dry sump models.
Dry sump engines (LS7, LS9, etc.) require an external oil pump. These are the world’s only gear drives for LS engines
and are based on the award-winning COMP Cams® LS Sprint Car Gear Drive. LS Gear Drive Timing Sets are designed
for three-bolt cams and work with all 24x and 58x LS engines. The timing sets include a timing wheel for both the 24x
and 58x options, as well as REM-polished gears. The strongest and most rigid timing sets in existence, COMP Cams® LS
Gear Drive Timing Sets are available for both stock GM blocks and the RHS® LS Race Block. They are 100-percent
exclusive to COMP Cams® and are designed and built in the USA.

Quick Facts
Product: COMP Cams® LS Gear Drive Timing Sets
Part Number: #5494 (RHS® LS Race Block), #5495
(Standard GM Block)
Street Price: $786.25
Social Media Pitch: COMP Cams® GM LS Gear Drive
Timing Sets provide the most precise cam timing possible
for racing, marine, street & extreme LS applications

#5494

Features & Benefits:
 Provide most accurate valve timing possible by
eliminating chain flutter & backlash
 Strongest & most rigid timing sets on market; designed
for racing, street, marine & extreme LS applications
 Work with both stock oil pump & timing cover for all
LS-based engines except dry sump models
 100% exclusive to COMP®; available for both stock
GM blocks and the RHS® LS Race Block

About COMP Cams®
Founded in 1976 and based in Memphis, TN, COMP Cams® has become the automotive performance aftermarket’s “Absolute Leader
in Valve Train Technology.” With an ISO 9001:2008 Certification, our mission is to produce the highest performing products
possible, provide superior customer service and lead the industry in technological development. Additional information about COMP
Cams® and its products can be found at www.compcams.com or at 1.800.999.0853. Also, visit us on Facebook
(facebook.com/COMPWins), Twitter (twitter.com/COMPCams) or YouTube (CPGNationTV.com).
Media Contact: Dan Hodgdon, dhodgdon@compcams.com, 901.795.2400, ext. 1237.

